Abstract-Medical image processing fuses the image processing technologies in the medical disciplines. Particularly, computed tomography images provide a 3D vision of any part of the human body. These 3D images are generated by CT-Scanner devices. In this paper, we propose an advanced method of CTScanner identification from its 3D images. Basically, we analyze the sensor noise in order to identify the source CT-Scanner. For each CT-Scanner, we build three dimension identifiers regarding the three directional axes 'X', 'Y' and 'Z'. The dimension identifier consists of a reference pattern noise and a correlation map. To identify the source CT-Scanner from a tested slice, we compute the correlation between each dimension identifier of each device and this tested slice. The highest correlation value represents an indicator to the source CT-Scanner and the acquisition directional axis. To isolate the pure noise, we use a wavelet based denoising algorithm. Experiments are applied on three different CT-Scanners. 10 3D images are selected from each CT-Scanner, each 3D image is composed of 512 slices. As a result, we are able to identify the acquisition CT-Scanner and the acquisition dimensional axis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography [1] or CT-Scan is used to generate a 3D representation of any part of the body. Generally, these 3D images are stored as DICOM files [2] . DICOM file consists of meta-data file and image content. Meta-data file contains all the related information about the image content. CT-Scanner identification is about finding the link between the images and its source CT-Scanner. It is considered as an important application in the absence or unauthenticated meta-data files. Especially, when these images are used in law applications, they cannot provide a strong evidence, since its header metadata file is easily modifiable. We are in need to know the source of these images in order to authenticate them. Image forensics [3] , [4] , [5] is the used technology to achieve this goal. One technique of image forensics is the analysis of sensor pattern noise that was first proposed by [6] . The basic component of the sensor pattern noise is the photoresponse non-uniformity (PRNU). It is the result of pixel nonuniformity, that represents the pixel sensitivity to the light [6] . PRNU is considered the most important part of the sensor pattern noise, it serves as a unique fingerprint for each device [7] , [8] . The properties of PRNU that make it an ideal concept in the image forensics [9] :
• Its noise pattern is a unique one regarding each sensor.
• Each sensor has a PRNU, and all images of the same sensor inherit it.
• It is robust to most of the image processing operators.
• It is stable during the time and under different physical conditions.
Many related work about the device identification are found. Previous work in [10] and [11] studied the statistical features of images in order to identify the source camera. Similarly, a lot of other work is existed on the photo response nonuniformity (PRNU) in [6] , [7] , [12] . The PRNU methods construct the base of device identification. It provides a unique fingerprint for each device, this fingerprint is used to identify the devices even for the same brand and model. In addition to its simplicity, it processes the device image without need to access the device itself. In [13] the authors proposed a solution to the contamination problem, they attenuated the influence of details from the content on the fingerprint noise to improve the rate of device linking. Actually, all of these work is limited to the digital camera identification. In addition to some work on digital flatbed scanner identification, this work depends on the reference pattern noise in spatial domain [14] and the frequency domain [15] .
Talking about medical device identification, very few work can be found. In [16] the authors studied the noise characteristics and compared it between two CT-Scanners of different manufactures. Another proposed method on identification is existed in [17] , but it is on the primitive 2D images of radiography. Particularity, about our basic concern, the CTScanner identification, in [18] we presented a first analysis of this problem, but however, it was limited to the acquisition directional axis. We were not able to identify the images that were reformatted on 'X' or 'Y' directional axes.
In this paper, we present an advanced analysis of the CTScanner identification. Since the CT-Scanner images are in three dimensions, we propose an identifier for each dimensional axis. This dimension identifier is considered as a unique one, it consists of both the reference pattern noise [6] , [7] and the correlation map [19] , [20] . Generally, each CT-Scanner has three dimension identifiers regarding the three dimensions. The noise is basically extracted using a wavelet-based denoising algorithm, its 2D reference image is built. The correlation map gives an importance percent for each pixel of the noise reference, this importance depends on its position. Finally, the CT-Scanner and the acquisition dimensional axis are identified based on the correlation between the noise of the tested slice and the dimension identifiers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our proposed method for CT-Scanner identification, dimension identifier and the identification by correlation. In Section 3, we show our experimental results in addition to some discussions. In section 4, we conclude and provide our plan for the coming work.
II. CT-SCANNER IDENTIFICATION METHOD
The core of our proposed method is to extract the dimension identifier regarding the three directional axes of each studied CT-Scanner, as illustrated in Fig.1 . In this section, we present how to build the dimension identifier of each directional axis of the CT-Scanner images. Then, how to compute both the reference pattern noise and the correlation map of each dimension identifier. Finally, how to compute the correlation between the noise component of the tested slice and the dimension identifier. How the correlation value leads us to identify both: the acquisition device and the acquisition dimensional axis.
A. Dimension Identifier
The main goal of the dimension identifier is to extract a unique fingerprint of each CT-Scanner, this fingerprint will be used to identify it later. Since the CT-Scanner devices produce 3D images, we built an identifier regarding each dimension or directional axis: 'X' identifier, 'Y' identifier and 'Z' identifier. This dimension identifier is consisted of the reference pattern noise and the correlation map. We applied our work on a group of images regarding each device, and extracted three identifiers according to the three dimensions:
1) Reference pattern noise:
Using a wavelet-based denoising algorithm described in Appendix A, we extracted the noise component of the studied image, then we suppressed the artifacts in the correction step as described in Appendix B. For each dimension identifier, we built a reference pattern noise. Generally, for each device, three references of pattern noise are built regarding the three dimensional axes. According to a specific dimension of a specific device, we selected multiple slices, these slices contain a pure noise. Then, we averaged the noise slices to generate a 2D reference pattern noise, that represents the approximate PRNU. This average operation removes the random noise, from the other hand it increases the PRNU noise.
where RP N is the reference pattern noise, N is the number of noise slices and n is the noise component. We continue the averaging to extract the three references of pattern noise of each 3D image of each tested device, RPN of 'X', RPN of 'Y' and RPN of 'Z'.
2) Correlation map: The purpose of correlation map is to give an importance percent for each pixel in the reference pattern noise, this importance comes from its position. Since the edge pixels are masked in the noise reference generation, so in the last reference noise, not all the pixel positions take the same importance, while it was served as an edge in some slices. In the correlation map, the pixel value represents its frequency as an edge in the reference noise slices:
where map is the edge frequencies and mask I is the edge mask of I. Now the correlation map values should be inversed to mask the edge pixels, and divided by the maximum value for normalization. Each pixel value represents its importance regarding its frequency as an edge. The pixel with high edge frequency has a lower importance, while the pixel with low edge frequency has a higher importance:
where corr map is the correlation map, Inv is the inversion factor and max is the maximum value of map.
B. Identification by correlation
To test a new slice, we are in need for two information, the first one, is the acquisition CT-Scanner, and the second one, is the acquisition dimensional axis. The correlation step is applied on the three dimension identifiers of each studied device. Basically, the correlation is computed between the noise of the tested slice and the reference pattern noise. This correlation is calculated depending on the correlation map. The highest correlation value represents our guide to the source CT-Scanner and the acquisition dimensional axis:
here RP N is the reference pattern noise and map is the correlation map.ñ
where n is the noise component and map is the correlation map. And the correlation is:
where z represents the slice number.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experiments were applied on 10 3D images from three CT-Scanners. Each 3D image consists of 512 slices, 5120 slices of Siemens 1, 5120 slices of Siemens 2 and 5120 slices of General Electric. As a general, 15360 slices from the three CT-Scanners were used. All the images have the same parameters (Beam energy: (120, 140) KV, Pitch value: (0.5, 1), Reconstruction: (soft, hard)). Table III illustrates the properties of experimental images. All of these images were reconstructed on 'Z' directional axis, we re-sampled it on the same axis to build the isotropic voxels. Then, to extract the images of 'X' and 'Y' dimensional axes, we reformatted each image of each device on 'X' dimensional axes, then we reformatted it on 'Y'. This reformatting was basically done by rotation around the dimensional axes.
Regarding each device, we selected randomly 100 slices from each image, then we repeated the same selection on each dimensional axis. Finally, we have 1000 slices of each dimensional axis. From these 1000 slices, 500 slices were used to build the dimension identifier. The rest 500 slices were used for testing. Fig.2 illustrates an example of an original slice from a 3D image of phantom. This image was acquired by the first Siemens device, this figure contains the same slice from three directional axises, Fig.3 illustrates the noise component of the same slices. Original slices from Siemens 1 (X dimension, Y dimension, Z dimension). Actually, in Fig. 3 we can notice that in addition to the noise, there are some edges or traces that rest in the slices. To remove these traces, we applied a noise correction step. In the correction step, we built an edge mask regarding each slice as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Then we applied the mask of Fig. 4 on the noise component of Fig. 3 to extract the pure noise of each slice as illustrated in Fig. 5 : Then, we applied an averaging operation on the 500 selected slices, these selected slices contain noise only. Regarding each dimension, we extracted the reference pattern noise. Fig. 6 illustrates the reference pattern noise from Siemens 1 on each dimensional axis: To build the correlation map of each directional axis of each device, we used the edge mask slices of the same ones that were used to build the reference pattern noise. Each pixel in the correlation map represents the frequency of the same pixel position in all slices of the reference pattern noise being served as an edge. Fig. 7 illustrates the correlation map of each dimensional axis from Siemens 1. We can notice that all the information in the General Electric images is centered in a circle of diameter equal to the image height or width, so we build a mask to keep a common space in all the references to apply the correlation with. Finally, we calculated the correlation between the tested slices of each tested group and the three dimension identifiers of each device, the correlation is calculated between the noise component of the tested slice and the reference pattern noise depending on the correlation map of each dimension identifier. This correlation is computed directly, where there is almost no CPU time consumed. Fig.(8) , (9) and (10) illustrate the correlation values between each tested group of each device and the dimension identifier of each one. In each plot, the 'X' axis represents the tested slice number and the 'Y' axis represents the correlation value, we can notice that the correlation values between the tested slices and the dimension identifier of the same device and the same directional axis are always the highest. From Fig.8 and Fig.11 , we notice that:
• (a) The best identification percent on 'X' axis was registered for the first device of Siemens, where 92.2 % of the tested slices were correctly classified as acquired from the first Siemens, its dimensional axis was correctly identified as 'X'. • (b) 88.6 % of tested slices were classified correctly as acquired from Siemens 2, with correct dimensional axis.
• (c) 73 % of tested slices were classified correctly as acquired from General Electric, with correct dimensional axis.
In addition, most of the tested slices on 'X' axis that were not classified correctly in each tested group were associated with the same directional axis of another device:
• 5.8% of tested slices from Siemens 1 on 'X' directional axis were associated with the 'X' axis of the Siemens 2.
• 9% of tested slices from Siemens 2 on 'X' directional axis were associated with the 'X' axis of the Siemens 1.
• 6.6% of tested slices from General Electric of 'X' directional axis were associated with the 'X' axis of the Siemens 2. From Fig.9 and Fig.11 , we notice that:
• The identification accuracy is 100 %, where the source CT-Scanner was identified correctly for all the tested slices of the first Siemens and the second one, the 'Y' directional axis was identified correctly also. • 99.6 % of tested slices were classified correctly as acquired from General Electric, and its directional axis was 'Y'.
From Fig.10 and Fig.11 , we notice that the identification accuracy is 100 %, where the source CT-Scanner was identified correctly for the three CT-Scanners on 'Z' directional axis.
From Fig.11 also, we noticed that the identification on 'Y' and 'Z' axis, generally, is more accurate than 'X' axis.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed an advanced analysis of the sensor pattern noise, that is used to identify the CT-Scanner. Our experiments show the strong ability of our proposed method to identify the source CT-Scanner, the acquisition directional axis and the source CT-Scanner for any slice from whatever directional axis.
In the coming work, we will study the influence of acquisition parameters and image compression on our proposed 
V. APPENDIX

A. Denoising algorithm
In the frequency domain, we apply a Wiener filter based wavelet transformation [21] , [22] , [23] . Basically, this algorithm is composed of two parts. First, local variance estimation of the wavelet components. Second, denoising these components using Wiener filter [24] as follows:
• Compute four levels of wavelet decomposition of the original image. In each level, mark out the three high frequency sub-bands that are horizontal, vertical and diagonal. For four levels of wavelet decomposition with three sub-bands in each level we have 12 sub-bands for each processed slice.
• For each wavelet sub-band, based on the pixel neighborhood with four levels. From the first boundary neighbors with square size of (3x3) to the fourth boundary ones with square size of (9x9), we apply the local variance estimation:
where W ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9} refers to the neighborhood size, X is the wavelet sub-band and σ 0 is an initial integer constant value that we tuned manually, σ 0 ∈ [1, 6] . Among the four previous values regarding the four levels of neighborhood, we select the minimum value as the estimated variance:
• Denoise the wavelet sub-bands using Wiener filter, that is a minimum mean square error filter. It has the capabilities of handling both the degradation function as well as the noise that has corrupted the signal:
where X is the wavelet sub-band.
• Apply the inverse wavelet transformation on the denoised wavelet sub-bands to get the denoised component F (s) of the original image s.
B. Noise extraction and correction
To extract the noise, we apply a subtraction between the original slice and the denoised one that is a result of the denoising method.
where n is the noise component, s is the slice, F () is the denoising function and i is the slice number. As a result of the subtraction operation, we get the noise component, but in addition to the noise, there exist another traces or edges that rest in the noise image. To get deal with this kind of traces, we apply the noise correction step, we apply an edges detection on the original image in order to extract the edges that exist in the slice [14] as follow:
• Apply a blurring filter to remove the noise.
• Compute the gradient of each pixel.
• Compute the norm of the gradient for each pixel and create the image of the values.
• Finally, threshold the norm image to extract the maximum local value that represents the edges mask.
Finally, we apply the mask of edges detected image on the image of subtraction result to get the pure noise image without any traces or edges.
